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Family
Overview

Sean brings to the family team his extensive experience as a Solicitor 
with a thorough understanding of client needs and exceptional client 
care skills. 

Sean is always keen to be involved with cases at an early stage, including 
initial conferences with the client in order to understand their needs 
and wishes from the outset. He prides himself on delivering a high level 
of service to all his clients no matter what the circumstances of the case. 

Sean has dealt with the full calendar of family cases and welcomes 
instruction in both ancillary relief and Children Act proceedings. 

Sean is able to implement his well-honed skills to understand issues 
of financial complexity and has extensive experience in dealing with 
cases that are very sensitive in nature. 

A robust advocate in court, Sean has a wealth of trial experience at 
all levels and will fight to secure favourable outcomes in difficult 
circumstances. 

Sean is recognised as a leading individual in the Legal 500: “His 
strength is his ability to communicate with people at whatever level, 
putting them at ease and generating instant trust.”  

Sean Smith

Call 1994

Clerks’ Details

 Kate Heald

 0113 203 1983

       Ian Spencer

       0113 203 1971

       Zena Charlton

       0113 518 2599

  Education
•  Nottingham Trent University (1989 – 

1993) - Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.), 2:1
•  The College of Law, London (1993 – 

1994) - Postgraduate Diploma, 
Bar Vocational Studies (BVC)

Beyond the Bar
Rugby, Football, Cricket, Golf. 
Also comedy and music gigs.
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Recommendations

“A top level performer.”
The Legal 500 2022

“His strength is his ability to communicate with people at whatever level, putting them at 
ease and generating instant trust.” 
The Legal 500 2021

“Calm, measured, and highly intelligent.”
The Legal 500 2020

“Sean always gets the best outcomes for my clients.” 

“The client could not have asked for better judgment on the case. Sean went out of his 
way for the client, and his calm manner really helped put him at ease.”

A member of the judiciary recently praised Sean for his “outstanding advocacy” and 
“hard work” during a case.


